
Sharing 
Digital 

Projects 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Advanced Omeka 
Digital Narratives 
using Neatline 
amongst Others



Agenda
‣ Advanced Use of Digital Collections 
‣ Spatial 
‣ Temporal 
‣ Textual 
‣ Neatline 
‣ StoryMapJS 
‣ VisualEyes5 
‣ How to choose between these 
‣ How to Use Neatline



About Neatline
‣ Project of UVA’s Scholar’s Lab 
‣ Built as a plugin for Omeka 
‣ Allows scholars, students, and curators to tell stories with 

maps and timelines 
‣ Works best when using it to tell a story or create an 

interpretive lens through which a collection of artifacts, 
documents, or richly-described concepts could be 
understood



Taking Omeka to the Next Level
‣ Mapping in Omeka 
‣ Image Annotation 
‣ Neatline Time 
‣ Transcription



The Geolocation Plugin
‣ Added as Omeka Metadata 
‣ Customisable Basemaps 
‣ Appears in Item Display 
‣ Also provides an Exhibit  

Widget 
‣ Uses Leaflet 
‣ Enables Map Browser Admin



Neatline Features
‣ Added to DC:Coverage 
‣ Edit in Item 
‣ Appears in Item Record 
‣ Allows for Custom Shapes



Image Annotation
‣ Edit in Exhibit 
‣ Easily click and  

drag commenting 
‣ Embed into larger  

exhibits



NeatlineTime
‣ Select Omeka Items 
‣ Set Parameters 
‣ Embed in Exhibit or  

Use as a Browse 
Tool 

‣ Not used in Neatline 
Exhibits proper



Transcription
‣ Crowdsourced 

Transcription 
‣ Omeka Plugin 
‣ Connects to Media-  

Wiki 
‣ Manage Edit Process 
‣ Accept/Revise 
‣ Capture into Item Record Metadata/Content



Neatline



Scholar’s Lab @UVA

https://scholarslab.lib.virginia.edu/work/


Neatline Plugins

Neatline for Omeka Classic Neatline Text Neatline SIMILE

Neatline Waypoints Neatline for OmekaS



Installing
‣ Watch Shawn activate and install



Create an Exhibit
‣ Title 
‣ URL 
‣ Narrative 
‣ Widgets 
‣ Enabled Layers 
‣ Image Layer 
‣ Public



Import Items
‣ Automatically Add to  

Narrative 
‣ Choose by Collection, Type 

or Tag



Create a Record



Add a Waypoint



Add a Timeline
‣ Activate and Install SIMILE and adjust parameters



Add a Non-Item Record
‣ Use without Omeka Record 
‣ Any primitive attach 

to a story



Connect Records to Text
‣ Edit in ‘Exhibit Settings’ 
‣ Narrative box in HTML 

‣ <span data-neatline-slug=“[RecordSlug]”>



Mukurtu
‣ Mukurtu is a content management system explicitly designed to 

foreground indigenous ontologies and classificatory schemes. It is 
managed by the Center for Digital Scholarship and Curation at 
Washington State University. 

‣ There are two types of cultural protocols: open and strict. Digital 
heritage items within an open protocol can be viewed by anyone 
(including anonymous site visitors), while items within a strict 
protocol can only be viewed by members of that protocol. Multiple 
protocols can be layered to ensure that users can only view items 
appropriate for them, and to provide very granular access. For 
example, if an item is part of the two strict protocols ‘Women Only’ 
and ‘Elders Only,’ then only users who are members of both the 
‘Women Only’ and ‘Elders Only’ protocols can view that item.

https://plateauportal.libraries.wsu.edu/digital-heritage/portrait-chief-joseph-and-his-nephew-1897


This work by Shawn Day is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-
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License.

VisualEyes5

http://shawnday.com/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://viseyes.org/visualeyes/




Visual Eyes Terminology
‣ Event - This is a time-based event that will appear on the timeline as a 

marker. That marker can be any number of shapes, such as a dot, star, 
etc. If you supply a location (via itâ€™s latitude and longitude, it will 
also appear on the map. You can specify information to display in a 
popup or cause a number of actions, such as moving the map to 
happen when clicked. 

‣ Overlay - This is an image, typically a historic map or drawing that is 
overlaid on the map and zooms with it at you move the map. We 
support JPEG/PNG/GIF images, as well as KML and GeoJSON drawing 
layers. There is a built in drawing tool to create these overlays. 
 
 



Visual Eyes Terminology
‣ Story - This displays text and images in the story pane. 

‣ Path - This allows you easily animate a line between any points on the 
map, like the maps on the Indiana Jones movies. 

‣ Booklet - As the name suggests, booklets are pop-ups that contain a 
number of pages of text and/or images in a mini-booklet form. You can 
browse page by page by clicking on the arrow buttons. 

‣ Segment - History often occurs in multiple time spans. You can add a 
series of segments to the time bar that can narrow the time span being 
shown when clicked.



Tibetan Identity

https://viseyes.org/visualeyes/?1992
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Storymap JS
storymap.knightlab.com

http://shawnday.com/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


StoryMapJS
‣ Javascript-based 
‣ What does it do? 
‣ How can I use it? 
‣ Whos is using it? 
‣ What else does this? 
‣ What do I need to use it?



StoryMapJS Case Study

https://www.minnpost.com/stroll/2014/06/hockey-hip-hop-and-other-green-line-highlights/


What is Gigapixel?

https://storymap.knightlab.com/gigapixel/


What do you need to use Storymap JS
‣ A Google account; 
‣ Shareable, rich media: 
‣ Flickr, 
‣ YouTube, 
‣ Vimeo, 
‣ Twitter 
‣  Wikipedia, etc. 
‣ A concept/story map 
‣ GigaPixel is slightly more challenging as it needs Tiles.



Recipe (1)



Recipe (2)



Recipe (3)
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Recipe (5)



Recipe (6)



Recipe (7)



A Quick Example

http://cdn.knightlab.com/libs/storymapjs/latest/embed/?url=https://9a3b14c1612c09a3931b534cd7fa5b92245fcfd7.googledrive.com/host/0BxQCu4i-aiQPM0NNN01MNzlQeXc/published.json


What’s Cool about Storymap JS
‣ It’s OpenSource; 
‣ Easy to use; 
‣ Can Deploy on your own site; 
‣ Easily deployed into a blog; 
‣ Your own your own data.



Tips and Tricks
‣ Some browsers work better than others for editing; 
‣ It’s trying to do a lot in your browser - watch what you 

have running alongside; 
‣ It’s evolving - always test before showing - new features, 

but also new implementations of things you might take 
for granted;



Compare Omeka v Neatline v StoryMapJS



Thanks @iridium  
day.shawn@gmail.com

mailto:day.shawn@gmail.com

